ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to define a differentiable function F and an inner product on the space of continuous functions on [0,1] in such a way that the Fourier expansion of F obtained by orthonormalizing the broken line Franklin functions according to this inner product is divergent.
II. The example. There exists a z sequence, a differentiable function F defined on [0,1] and a strictly increasing infinitely differentiable function W defined on [0, 1] such that if <>0, <p,, «fo,... is the (z,W) sequence, then the number sequence 2,"=o ((<¡>¡>F)) • <t>M is unbounded.
Let (z,, z2,... ) denote the sequence (0, Vi, '/t, 3/t, V%, V&, %, V%, Vi6,... ); let A denote the set {Vi, Va, V$,...) and let h denote the function defined by h(x) = (1 -x)2. Two sequences (/, ,/2,... ) and (w,, w2,... ) of functions will now be defined inductively so that the desired functions F and W of the example can be defined by the formulas F = 2" i / and W = 2£i w¡-In order to facilitate this construction, fourteen additional sequences, (Nx, N2,... ), ( 
